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The Gift



The Race

                                                                           
                                                                                           

                                                                                        

              

                                                                   

To our last day on earth

From the moment we are
born

We are hurried along, forced
into the maelstrom



                                                                                         

         

           

                                                                                     
                                        
                                                   

of this insatiable world

To run before we can even 
walk

To jump higher, to reach
 further

To move faster



         

  

                                                                                                 

                                                                                                

Because there is always somebody
closing in

From behind

Who may be quicker and more
dynamic

Younger



                
                

                  

                                                                                     

Someone like you used to be
before you grew

Weary

Before you got old

And Realized
 that you may have missed something



Chasing those dreams

While
 you were too busy running in circles

                                                                                       

                                            

Truly important



Trying to stand out amidst all of the hubbub
and din

Tied to a race that nobody could win

[End]



Firestarters

This world needs people

Who burst into life

Not those who sleep

And think they are alive



Game Theory

   
   

There is....

The war game
The money game

The gender game
The tribal game

The science game
The power game The religious game The celebrity game

The political game
The consumer game The class game The race game



And the generation game

Everything is in bits

Smashed into tiny pieces



Divide and rule has played
its hand

To confuse and disempower
the masses

Competition drives
the tempo

And people have become disconnected 
from their real selves



Some act like they're already
dead

Behaving mechanically

And
lurching to extremes



Whenever their buttons
 get pressed

But there is a greater game operating
just beneath

The surface

A Master Game
that involves waking up to full consciousness

Of seeing with penetrating
clarity



And reconnecting with one's
infinite zeal

With its quiet song and strange
primordial power

A much older game with one simple rule



To live from the heart and know that 
only love

Here is real

[End]



Sunlight



Lifeforce

There Is
this thing that lives in people

That
has the appearance of light

But isn't light



While we age, get sick
 and die

It doesn't change

And great cycles come and go

The Stars
all turn and revolve in the firmament



But it remains remorseless
and imperishable

Timeless and eternal

Sometimes, we may catch
 a glimpse

 
of it

In those who are most
 alive



In the very young

And in the supremely
joyful

It moves in and out of the world
like an electric

Current

Passing
through an immense grid



It embodies everything

Not just people, but animals
and plants

And birds

Insects and marine life



 

Atoms and particles quicken
 and vibrate

With it

Nothing Alive
can exist without its lusty, energising spark

When it flows, when
it breathes

When it dances

All things live



And when we die, it
simply

Leaves

And moves onto another
adventure

Where it mingles and integrates
 with countless other

lifeforms

Hungry for experience

And longing for the exquisite
touch



Of its unquenchable, electrifying
charge

[End]



Consistent



The Power Within

Smash down all your idols
 and heroes

Tear up all of those posters
and comics

Come all you supermen and women



The world has grown weary of your ludicrous costumes
and dim-witted narratives

Designed to make us feel worthless
and small

They are the ubiquitous gods of film makers
and artists



Be
your own superhero

Pull
on the cord of your own inner-greatness

And become one
    with the power 



 

Of your own invincible 
source

[End]



Lovers

I dreamt
of your
love.
When
I awoke,
you were
there
by my side,
dreaming of me.



Return to the root

Flower Power

Tear Off
 those layers and reach down to your core

To Unearth
your finest, inner-most essence



 

A precious seed lies waiting to adorn
and illuminate

 Your field

To emerge and develop

Into dazzling maturity



While ordinary flowers shrivel
 and fade

This one does not

Its fabulous bloom resembles
 the most

 Radiant star It Prospers
and grows only in love's impeccable presence



And
 desires only the light of a simple heart

This is the map we all must
carry

A spiral moving ever inward

Winding
down to our deepest depths



 

Where every dulled layer has been
torn back

And stripped

And the body been cleansed
of all

Cankerous unease

Lovingly readied for that most epic
and auspicious

 Unfolding

[End]



Trailblazer

        Do not seek
     to follow in the 
  footsteps of the old 
masters. Get to where 
   they stopped and 
   continue on from  
             there.



Back To The Source

There
 used to be shrines dedicated to me

All along this river

My Powerful
springs would provide welcome relief

To
all who sought my assistance



 

People lived simply in those
 days

Performing modest
ceremonies

At my waterfalls

And healing wells



My divine watercourse brought life and lush fertility
to all who revered my presence

But then a new religion arose

And built churches over
my sacred

 Shrines



All of my leafy groves were torn down
 and desecrated

My Wells
were given over to a usurper pantheon

 of patron saints

And
my waters became polluted



With
a poisonous brume of grime and soot

Now
everyone takes my achievements for granted

They
have forgotten about our rituals

The songs that were once sung



And the feast days set aside
in my honour

Those who worship in my places
today

Have no idea why their church contains
an ancient well



Or  has a natural spring running
 beneath them

But I know

For I was here first

All
religions derive from me



Just
as they will all return

Back
to my groves and my waters

Safe In
my heart, where love shines supreme

There
in those fields, where the rivers flow freely



And Where
the flowers in spring arise from the earth

To remind the whole world

Of my highest calling

[End]



Bodhi

Always on the highest branches
there is the sweetest fruit

Some say there has to be 
a tremendous

struggle in order to achieve 
our goals

Yet, on the day I cease climbing
the fruit has come to me



The Shining Path

Hold
your lantern out before you

Let It
shine and light your way

May it burn through

The
moil and gloam of darkness



To reveal the glory of the day

Even if it takes a lifetime

I shall continue on this journey

Aware of all its traps



 

So Long
as you provide the air I breathe

This
dark and rugged circuit

Will be forever lighted



[End]

With
my clear and unfailing beam

[End]



Grand Design



Young At Heart

New life springs from the womb 
of time

And a new young life enters the flesh
and blood show

Of the massed human procession



Girl or boy

Dark or light skinned

The type of mask and costume
is irrelevant

The thing is to play and to have
 some fun



To be spontaneous and silly

And to laugh as much 
as possible

To go on great swashbuckling adventures
across tumultuous seas

And into wild forests



So When
it is time to melt back into that dark well

 of nothingness

The World
would have grown a little just by

you being in it

And you would have learned exactly
what it means to be

alive

Because you remained vital
and authentic



True to yourself

Deeply connected to the ever living
 current inside

[End]



Treasure



The Void

Look at me

Do I not fill you with
 wonder

Cast your eyes over my endless
treasures



I am the breeze that drives
the ocean

 Waves

The song that whispers
through every

Atom

My thread runs through
 all things

The
 changeless essence of all finite forms



I Light
up the stars and fill them with glory

No Fire 
may burn without my inexhaustible flame

Come
closer and step into this great emptiness

Leap into its fathomless
depths



 

Call out, not with your
own voice

But your true nature

This
is where the real is hidden

Where all is one with the eternal



It is not desolate

But Alive
with the presence of all things

Timeless and infinite

Without beginning or end



Forever still, yet the source
of all movement

A silence that speaks

Teeming with all possibility

Yet seamlessly braided 



With
my immutable essence

And your own inner-being

[End]



Running In Circles

 

From the day we are born
we are told that life
is a race

And that we should always 
hurry from one hurdle
to the next

But life isn't a race
it's a journey

And there are over a thousand
different ways

of making it over the same line



Passing Through

If you need some guidance, don't
turn to me

I walk my own path

I am not your teacher or your confidante, so 
move along



If you are lost

Look
inside yourself to find your way

Every journey leads back to the beginning
in the end



Have no desire for success

And your every objective
shall be met

Beyond
each trail there is only one straight track

If I wish to know something, I take 
a slow breath



 

Remain at your centre

And Know
that deep down, we are all the same

There is no separation



My journey is almost over

[End]

How do I know this

I Will
not pass this way again



Seascape



Awakening The Spirit

Every
secret can be garnered through the body

The Body
is far older than the intellect

We are made from the timeless wisdom
of billions of cells



 

The body and the power flowing
 through it

Knows far more than any cleric
or holy gospel

Across life's burning stage

See
how the body spins and whirls



This is the language
of the

Divine 

Drawing you ever closer

To the mysteries of the universe

Turning
with the rhythm of the planets and the stars



Listen, as your heart calls out
in ecstasy

For the body is releasing
all of its secrets

And
dancer and dance are mingling together

Consumed
in a reverie of magnificence and love

[End]



Breaking Through The Static



Vanishing Point

Look
closely through the piercing lens

Of your inner-eye

Learn how to read those whorling
threads



    

And luscious signs

Look and look again

With your relentless
gaze 



        

Make your mind a single
point

Rive through all the veils

Where
a thousand forms are drawn



Is This
the bridge between heaven and earth

Is This
the realm of unbounded bliss

Before you can be certain, something 
sharpens

 Into focus

Then smoothly shifts



                                                                                       

A fleeting glimpse
     of something there
       that you sense
       is true

Staring back at you

The unerring image of your 
eternal

Self

[End]



The Sonic Garden 

Seven wheels turn within each human

                              Seven wheels spin and lead
                              to the summit

                              Seven gates mingled 
                              with seven wheels

                              Are sealed within the etheric
                              body

                              
                              Unpick their locks and a thousand
                              roads turn into one

                              Oil those wheels with the purest
                              living water

                              And each turning wheel becomes
                              a sonic garden

                              Alive with heaven's glory

                          

[End]



The Tower

   A tower stands at the crux of this world....

Implanted into flesh and brimming
 with the movement 

of trillions of souls

Specks of pure light pour in
and mingle



   

Across the tower's meandering
floors

And the tower blazes with a luminous 
energy 

of electricity and fire

A tower stands at the crux of this world....

Creaking with memories, terrors and passions



Even though the world bears the scars
of relentless change

The tower remains immune to every
calamity and onslaught

Lightning crackles from
its ancient walls



And its crowning summit dazzles and shimmers 
with crystalline light

A primordial power spirals through it

Humming its sweet song and turning the wheels 
of all drama and infinity



A tower stands at the crux of this world....

And the earth is nourished 

By
the dynamic interplay of a trillion souls

Each
a spark forged from a greater fire



One
that enlivens and illuminates the whole universe

Shining with love and the creative energy
of consciousness

The tower refines and purifies each
itinerant soul



  

Leaving
a light in every man and woman

To Remind
them of their own innate power

We all come to recognise as home

[End]



Breathing Space

 

When the music ends, the stars
will fall and their fire 

will fade

And their great reverberant
song will have been sung

for the final time

Darkness will descend
and the universe 

will sigh
as every atom
and molecule

loosens and splits,
drawn in like a breath

leading back to the beginning

Where everything waits
to be scattered

as seed

In the heart of all hearts, 
where love reigns supreme

[End]



Vanilla Pearl

I will know you, not by the way you please
the eye

Nor by how precisely cut and polished
you appear to be

I have not the slightest interest in what
 you might be worth

Diamonds inlaid in ornate gold are not
the nectar that I seek



Flawless jewels and sparkling beads, beguile
and bewitch the mind

Yet, the gem that I desire is as dull
and plain as common stone

Not for beauty or short term gain 
is it ever sought

Nor is it flaunted on some gaudy 
brooch or vulgar chain



For this dull old pearl is bruised 
and scarred

And does not sit so sweetly
in the jeweller's

 clasp

But to hold one in the hand is to feel the power
of a living star, flowing across a void

All my life I have yearned
 for one

But have come to know that in this
spinning world



The rarest treasure is so often veiled in the blurring
haze of ordinary things

So that is where I will fix my 
gaze

Searching for my vanilla
 pearl

And waiting for that perfect day



I will know it by the way it sings

[End]



Windborne



The Gift

What strange garment is 
this

Cut from the most splendid
cloth

And woven with the finest
 silk thread



And shining with a multitude of sumptious
and exquisite shades

Soft and delicate to the touch

And yet tough enough to resist
 the extremes of any

 climate

A masterpiece of unparalleled and consummate design



That glows like a mantle shrouding
an insatiable flame

Snip each thread and this cloth disintegrates 
in one's hands

Set it alight and it reduces to smoke
and ashes

But keep it pure and unpolluted



And this robe becomes a fire
temple

Harbouring the greatest secret 
of all

The supreme gift, waiting
to be released

And fly with new
wings



Hiding within the substratum and fabric
of all beings

[End]


